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ABSTRACT 
The main result provides a matrix generalization of a quadratic inequality for real 
numbers. As a consequence it follows that the least-squares estimate of a regression 
matrix converges with probability one to the population matrix. 
Consider a sequence of real numbers {a,}, t = 1,2,. . . , with a, * 0 for 
somen>,l.ThenforT>q>n 
Anderson and Taylor [2] give a vector generalization of (1) and provide 
some applications in statistical estimation. Their generalization is as follows. 
Let {x,} be a sequence of pcomponent (column) vectors such that for some 
n 2 p, the matrix (xix; + . . . + x,x;) is nonsingular. Then for T > q > n, 
g X:(X1X;+ *es +x,xj)-2x,<tr(x,x;+ ... +x~x;)-~. (2) 
t=q+1 
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The inequalities (1) and (2) are suggestive of other generalizations, and we 
now provide one such that also yields a stronger matrix generalization of (2). 
If ~=a:+ ... +a:, ~~=a:+~, j=l,...,m, and m=T-q, then (1) 
becomes 
E Ut e$$ 
t=1 (c+u,+ a’* +ut) 
Ut >o, c=-0. (3) 
The matrix version proved is a generalization of (3). The proof is elementary 
and incidentally yields a simple proof of (2). 
Write A > Z? (A z B) to mean that A - B is symmetric positive definite 
(positive semidefinite). 
PROPOSITION. zfc>o,uj20,j=1 )...) m, are p X p symmetric matrices, 
then 
k=l 
The proof depends on the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Zf A > 0 and B > 0, then 
(5) 
The inequality is strict if B > 0. 
Proof Pre and postmultiplying (5) by A + B yields 
B < (A + B)A-‘(A + B)-(A + B) = BA-‘(A + B) = B + BA-‘B, 
which holds by virtue of the fact that BA- ‘B 2 0. This inequality is strict if 
B > 0. ??
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The proof of (4) now follows from an application of (5). Successively using 
theassociationA=C+Uc+U,+ **. +U,_,,B=U,,with U,=O,weobtain 
m 
~(c+u,+u,+ **- +Uk)-lUk(C+UO+Ul+ .*- +u,)_’ 
&c+u,+ -* * +u,_J’-(c+u,+ ..* +q)-‘1 
1 
=c-‘-(c+u,+ *** +uJ’ 
cc-‘, 
which completes the proof of (4). 
As a consequence of (4), 
fJ tr(C + U, + *.a +uJ1uk(c+ui+ *** +uJ’ 
k=l 
=kcltruk(c+ul+ ‘-- +uk)-” 
-c tr C-i, 
which yields the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Zf C > 0, and X,, . . . ,X, are p X T matrices, then 
m 
~trx;(c+xlx;+ -” +xkx;)-2xk<trc-‘. 
1 
(6) 
(7) 
The proof is obtained from (6) with Uk = x,x;. 
It is in the form of (7) that most statistical applications arise. Indeed a 
generalization of Anderson and Taylor’s Proposition 4 to the result that the 
least-squares estimate of B in the model 
Yt = B’X, + E, (8) 
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converges to B with probability one can be obtained. In (8), the matrix B is a 
p x 2 matrix of parameters, X, is a p X r stochastic matrix, and E, is an 1 X T 
stochastic matrix. 
The proof of Anderson and Taylor [2] uses a generalization of the 
Kronecker lemma of B. D. 0. Anderson and J. B. Moore [l]. The extensions 
needed to prove the convergence of the estimator fi to B now is relatively 
direct. 
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